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Abstract:

In this paper we outline the structure of a tool supporting a knowledge engineer (KE) in the knowledge acquisition process for building Knowledge Based Systems (KBS) for different kind of applications.

We believe it is impossible to make a machine performing automatically this process, since too many competences should be transferred from the KE to a computer. In order to develop an effective support system, a model of the KE's knowledge is needed.

GEKATOO implements a proposal for such a model, partitioning the expert's knowledge into three areas. The first two are related to the domain of application and the classes of application. The third one enables domain and application independent analysis of the reasoning methods to be used by the KBS to generate new knowledge from the one already present. The result of the application of GEKATOO is a conceptual model of the knowledge needed to implement a KBS solving the task defined by the expert.

A first prototype of the system has been implemented in Common Lisp and CLOS on Xerox 1186 machines.
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Introduction

The implementation of a KBS involves different problems: knowledge acquisition (Clancey, 1985), knowledge formalization (Brachman 1979; Newell 1980; Breuker and Wielinga 1987), choice of the programming environment, and so on.

A computer-based tool supporting the KBS development has to cope with all these problems at different levels.

We developed a conceptual framework (KRF - Knowledge Representation Framework) defining the different levels in terms of: conceptual modeling, representation formalism selection, formalization, and choice of an implementation environment (Bonarini, Gallo, Guida, in press).

According with Breuker and Wielinga (in press), we think that the true bottleneck of the development of a KBS concerns the expert’s knowledge conceptualization more than its elicitation. In fact, the real problem is to make the conceptualization of the expert’s knowledge fitting the reasoning mechanisms available to build KBSs.

In this paper we focus on the conceptual modeling process (Breuker and Wielinga, 1987) describing the corresponding part of KRF, namely GEKATOO (GEneral Knowledge Acquisition TOOL).

Our approach reflects the idea that a tool supporting the KE in this phases should allow him to follow the expert’s own conceptual order in providing knowledge using the terminology he is familiar with.

The KE activity is supported by GEKATOO to achieve the syntactic completeness of the elicited knowledge, i.e. to ensure that all the entities mentioned are defined and related to other ones.

In order to support the KE in this activity, we partition his knowledge into three areas, corresponding to the different knowledge features needed to emulate the expert solving a problem.

The knowledge in the first area allows to describe the domain of application in terms of basic structures like relation, element, state, and so on.
The second knowledge area contains the description of the possible classes of application (such as diagnosis, planning, etc.) given by means of the basic competences needed to cope with the corresponding problems. Competences are defined in terms of action schemes at different level of abstraction.

In the last area, we define the characteristics of reasoning methods used to infer knowledge from given knowledge.

GEKATOO helps the KE, interacting with the expert, to generate the conceptual model from the structures given in the three areas.

The conceptual model is a formalization of the knowledge elicited from the expert to solve a particular problem.

This formalization is performed instantiating the structures represented in the three areas by means of primitives implemented in COMMON LISP and CLOS. This allows to "run" the conceptual model in order to test some of its features.

In the following, we will describe the parts of the system in details and show how it works on a simple application. In particular, we will show in details only the knowledge structures most relevant to understand GEKATOO. All the other knowledge structures are formally described in the GEKATOO reference manual (Bonarini, Cremonesi, Ferrari, Gallo, Guida, 1988).

The domain of application area

A domain representation is a collection of descriptions of elements and of relations among them.

The level of abstraction and complexity of the description depends on the specific domain and on the point of view of the expert. A domain element can be a simple object or a class of objects. Therefore, a relation can hold among objects, classes or combinations of the two.
The KE activity is performed according to his own knowledge acquisition strategies. On the other side, the Expert, which owns the knowledge about the problem, should be allowed to provide it according to his own model. The interaction between the two is supported by GEKATOO in order to enable a cooperative Knowledge Acquisition process.

Thus, the interaction with the expert may start defining a relation or an element, at his choice, since both the alternatives can be accepted by the KE.

In this knowledge area we define a structure for the description of domain elements:

**ELEMENT**

- NAME: element_name
- IS_A: class_name
- ATTRIBUTES: element_attr_list
- STATES: state_list

The slot NAME contains a unique identifier for the element to be defined.

The attribute IS_A contains the name of the class which the element belongs to.

The slot ATTRIBUTES is filled with the list of the attributes of the element considered relevant by the domain expert. Each attribute is fully defined by a structure describing: whether its value can vary in time or not, its description unit (e.g. number, kilometers, color, ..) and its acquisition method (see below).

The slot STATES contains the list of the states relevant for the element. Each state is described by a name and a list of constraints on attributes values.

Each relation is described according to the following structure:

**RELATION**

- NAME: relation_name
- PARTICIPANTS: arguments_list
- TYPE: relation_type
- ACQUISITION_METHODS: a_m_list
- ASPECTS: aspects_list
The slot **PARTICIPANTS** contains the ordered list of the entities involved in the relation. An entity may be an object, a class of objects, an attribute or a state.

For instance, the relation PART_OF_201 may hold between the class ENGINE and the class CAR, while the relation PART_OF_90 may hold between the object FIRE_ENGINE_#1249947 and the object MY_FIAT_TIPO.

The content of the slot **TYPE** should be a predefined reference name, identifying a class of relations. It allows to refer to relations more efficiently. This is used by knowledge structures belonging to the classes of application area, and will be further discussed in the next section. In order to fix ideas now, let us think at TYPE names such as: CAUSE-EFFECT, MATHEMATICS, etc. For instance, the relation GREATER_27 is a MATHEMATICS relation, while the CAUSE_POISONING_908 one is a CAUSE_EFFECT relation.

The slot **ACQUISITION_METHODS** can be used to record means to verify if the relation holds in the actual world. The contents of this slot will be further discussed in the following.

The slot **ASPECTS** can be used to add information at deeper levels. For instance it can be used to describe the functional, causal, temporal, or teleological aspects of the relation. The description of each aspect needs a different structure.

Acquisition methods can be associated both to relations and to attributes of elements, in order to define how they can be obtained either from the real world or by inference from already acquired knowledge. In the following we will describe the acquisition methods structure for the attributes, being the relations ones analogous.

Each acquisition method can be described using the following structure:

```
ACQUISITION_METHOD
  NAME: a_m_name
  TYPE: a_m_type
  SOURCES: info_sources
  DESCRIPTION: a_m_description
  APPLICABILITY_COND: state_list
  COST: a_m_cost
```
The slot TYPE states whether the acquisition method concerns **deduction** or **observation**. In the first case the attributes which the method refers to are deduced from relations and attributes. In the second case, the attribute values are obtained from the world, through interaction with the user. In both cases, the domain expert must decide which acquisition method is more adequate and supply the knowledge needed to describe it.

The slot SOURCES defines the sources of information which the acquisition method will be applied to. Each source is described in terms of single elements or pairs (element . attribute).

The slot DESCRIPTION contains a description of how the acquisition method should be applied. In the case of "observation" the slot is filled with the acquisition procedure, defined as a set of instructions for the end user. In the case of "deduction", the slot contains the keyword InFER, meaning that a generic inferential mechanism should be applied to the SOURCES defined by the domain expert in order to obtain the required information.

The slot APPLICABILITY_COND contains the list of the states to be verified in order to actually apply the acquisition method.

The attribute COST defines the cost of the application of the method, as stated by the domain expert on a given numerical range.

**The classes of application area**

The classes of application are inspired by the concept of category of application presented by many authors (Kitto and Boose, 1987; Clancey, 1986; Hayes-Roth et al., 1983).

In this knowledge area we define a class of application in terms of the competences underlying the execution of the related tasks. We define a competence as a set of specific actions together with the abstract entities on which to perform them.

An abstract entity is a place holder specific for each class of application and referring to entities described in the domain of application. The interaction with the expert is aimed at relating these abstract entities to domain structures.
The use of abstract entities allows to define a class of application independently from the domain description.

We assume that the competences are partly shared among different classes of application, and partly specific to each of them.

In GEKATOO, competences are described as action schemata.

An action schemata is defined using the following structure:

**ACTION**

  **NAME:** action\_name
  
  **ELEMS:** elem\_type\_list
  
  **MODALITY:** plan

The slot **ELEMS** contains the list of the abstract entities characteristic for the action. A name is given to each abstract entity in order to refer to it within the description of the action. Moreover, to each name is associated the type of the domain entity which the abstract entity refers to. For instance, the ELEMS list for the action Recover is ((Malfunctioning . STATE)).

In a similar context, Breuker and Wielinga (in press) introduce the concept of metaclasses, in order to represent semantic knowledge about the elements involved in their task description layer (analogous to our classes of application area). In GEKATOO, all the semantic knowledge associated to the ELEMS concerns their use and it is embedded in the MODALITY description of the ACTION.

The slot **MODALITY** describes the plan for the execution of the action. It is defined organizing actions at a lower level of abstraction by means of the canonical control structures: sequence, condition, and while-loop. Each action referred to in the plan description is, in turn, described by an action schema. The plan description language we use is implemented using COMMON LISP in order to obtain an executable action specification.

Some of the actions MODALITY can refer directly to a class of reasoning methods. The representation of such methods is described in the reasoning method area.
The selection within the specified class of a suitable reasoning method for a specific action is up to the KE, which has to perform this task stimulating requirements from the expert.

The Reasoning Methods area

In this area are described the methods which can be used to deduce new knowledge from already acquired knowledge.

The kind of knowledge belonging to this area is different from the one of the other areas. In fact, here we give prototypical descriptions of deduction procedures to be used by the KE, in the form supplied in GEKATOO. The only interaction with the expert needed by this area is aimed to identify the domain entities to be used in such procedures.

The reasoning methods (e.g. "plain backward chaining", "CF backward chaining", "generate and test") are defined in terms of operations to be performed on reasoning entities. A reasoning entity structure (e.g. "p-rule", "frame") is described by means of a set of components. For instance, the production rule can be defined as:

```
REASONING ENTITY
NAME: P-RULE
COMPONENTS: ((Premise. (LIST OF DOMAIN_ENTITY))
             (Consequent. (LIST OF DOMAIN_ENTITY)))
```

Reasoning methods are described giving the different contents of the following slots:

- NAME: a unique identifier for the reasoning method.
- TYPE: one of the predefined general types of reasoning methods. This types are identified on the basis of an operating strategy common to a set of reasoning methods. For instance the BACKWARD-CHAINING type is used for SIMPLE-BACKWARD-CHAINING, BACKWARD-CHAINING-ON-FRAMES, and CF-BACKWARD-CHAINING.
An example of the use of GEKATOO

Let us have a look to the interaction between a KE and an expert aimed at the conceptualization of the knowledge required to diagnose car electrical malfunctioning.

Let us suppose that part of the conceptual model has been already defined. Namely, we already know that the car has an electrical plant, which is constituted by some devices like: a battery, a starting gear, headlights, starting connections, and cables connecting all of them.

In this case, the expert shown a preference for the description of domain elements and relations among them, instead of focusing on diagnosis procedures. In particular, in the conceptual model, we have an instance describing a battery in terms of:

```
ELEMENT
  NAME: Battery
  IS_A: Electrical_device
  ATTRIBUTES: ()
  STATES: (Dead)
```

Moreover, let us suppose that the following relation had been just defined:
This definition is incomplete, since the Working state of Battery and the structure describing Headlights have not been yet defined. Therefore, according with the principle of syntactic completeness, which rules the conceptual modeling process, those entities are put in waiting lists for undefined states and undefined elements.

At this time, many undefined entities should be specified. The choice of the next entity to be defined is performed by the KE on the basis of his own experience and intuition. In this case, the GEKATOO interface provides a set of active windows supporting the acquisition of the undefined state.

The need to define "Working" leads to the specification of a constraint stating that the Voltage of the battery should be GREATER than 12 Volts. Since the attribute Voltage had not been defined, it enters in the undefined attributes list.

This process may continue in the same way, until the expert considers that all the relevant entities involved in the task execution are described. At this point, the KE may try to define the competences needed to diagnose that kind of malfunctioning.

The classes of application area provides action schemata describing those competences.

Let us see now one of the most relevant action schemata provided for this class of application.
ACTION
NAME: Reconstruct_causes
ELEMS: ((Effect_to_be_justified . (STATE))
         (Selected_cause . (STATE)))
MODALITY:
  (LET ((Causes
deduce
   (Reasoning_method (TYPE BACKWARDCHAIN))
   (Relation (TYPE CAUSE_EFFECT))
   Effect_to_be_justified)))
  (IF ( 1 (LENGTH Causes)
    (SETQ Selected_cause (select Causes)) ;then
    (SETQ Selected_cause (FIRST Causes)))) ;else

The MODALITY specifies that the action consists in finding for a given effect the relationships with its possible causes as defined by the corresponding structure in the domain.

This action schema instance states that the search should be performed on relations of type CAUSE_EFFECT and using backward chaining in order to identify causal chains. If more than one cause is found, a selection must be performed. The competence referring to "select" is detailed by another action schema instance.

This description of how we would like the KBS work, is used at a meta-level in order to state the need for the definition of all the possible causal chains for every Effect, and the classification of the domain states considered Effects by the expert.

The connection with the reasoning methods area is due to the invocation of the action "deduce".

The type of reasoning method is predefined in the action schema, and it is used to limit the choice among the possible reasoning methods to be applied in this class of application.

In GEKATOO the type of reasoning method to be used is predefined, according to considerations about the characteristic elements of the class of application and the type of domain entities which they refer to.
When the slot MODALITY contains the action "deduce", the KE has to map the reasoning entities with the characteristic elements of the current action and the type of domain entities which the elements themselves refer to.

In our example, the KE may choose the SIMPLE_BACKWARD_CHAINING reasoning method, which works on P_RULES. Thus, given the current situation, he has to elicit the chain of relations of TYPE CAUSE_EFFECT which may be backward_chained in order to deduce the Cause from the Effect.

Discussion

The state of the art in knowledge acquisition models reveals that research efforts have been mainly concerned with modeling classes of application. We propose a complete model of the knowledge involved in the conceptualization process. In fact, GEKATOO embeds structures to represent knowledge about classes of application, domain, and reasoning methods, and the relationships among them.

GEKATOO is conceived as an interactive tool for the KE, supporting his interaction with the expert, but leaving him the control of the knowledge acquisition process as a whole.

At present, GEKATOO does not account for the problems underlying semantic completeness of the conceptual model. In particular, as regard the elicited knowledge, it doesn't consider issues of homonymy, synonymy, inconsistency and lack of a whole piece of knowledge. This last problem regards cases in which part of the not yet elicited knowledge is loosely connected with the one already defined.
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